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Details of the BRUNO Hotplate and Toaster Grill Set + Trio Attachment Bundle (worth S$546)* 
 
 

1) How much is the BRUNO Hotplate and Toaster Grill Set + Trio Attachment Bundle worth?  
The BRUNO Hotplate and Toaster Grill Set + Trio Attachment Bundle is valued at S$546 at retail price. This 
bundle has been exclusively curated by UOB and is not available for sale. 
 
2) What packaging does the BRUNO Hotplate and Toaster Grill Set + Trio Attachment Bundle (worth S$546) 
comes in?  
 
The BRUNO Hotplate and Toaster Grill Set + Trio Attachment Bundle comes with:  
 
- 1 x BRUNO Toaster Grill (Red) 
- 1 x BRUNO Compact Hot Plate (Red) 
- 1 x Ceramic Coated Nabe Pot (Attachment for Compact Hot Plate) 
- 1 x Multi Plate (Attachment for Compact Hot Plate) 
- 1 x Grill Plate (Attachment for Compact Hot Plate) 
 
3) What are the technical specifications of the items in the BRUNO Hotplate and Toaster Grill Set + Trio 
Attachment Bundle (worth S$546)? 
  

 BRUNO Hot Plate (Machine) – Steel and Phenolic Resin 

 BRUNO Takoyaki Pan – TPFE Coated Cast Aluminium  

 BRUNO Multi Plate – TPFE Coated Cast Aluminium  

 BRUNO Ceramic Nabe Pot – Ceramic Coated Cast Aluminium  

 BRUNO Toaster Grill (Machine) – Steel, Galibalium Steel Plate, Phenolic Resin  

 BRUNO Toaster Baking Plate – Alumiunium Coated Steel  

 
 

BRUNO Hot Plate Technical Specifications: 
- 1,200 W  
- Compliant to Singapore and Europe Safety Regulations: 220-240V  
- Temp Control from 65-250 degrees Celsius  
- Product Dimensions: 375 x 235 x 140 mm 
- Product Weight (Hotplate + 2 starter plates) 2.3 kg  
- Power Cord Length: 1.8M  
-  

BRUNO Toaster Grill Technical Specifications:  
- 1,050 W 
- Product Weight (Toaster + Baking Tray) 3.9 kg  
- Compliant to Singapore and Europe Safety Regulations: 220-240V 
- Product Dimensions: 405 x 221 x 238 mm  
- Power Cord Length: 1.8M 
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- Temperature Fuse: 192 degrees Celsius  
 

  
  
Nabe Pot Attachment Specifications: 

- Ceramic coated non-stick surfaceCool-touch handles 
- Product dimensions: 405 x 242 x 70 (h) mm 
- Product weight: 0.98kg 

 
Multiplate Attachment Specifications: 

- Easy to clean non-stick surface 
- 6 independent rounded cooking surface 
- Product dimensions: 300 x 205 x 32 (h) mm 
- Product weight: 0.45kg  

 
Grill Plate Attachment Specifications: 

- Easy to clean non-stick surface 
- The grill patterns allow oil drips into the plate thus reducing smoke during cooking 
- Product dimensions: 300 x 205 x 35 (h) mm 
- Product weight: 0.57kg  
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4) How do I use the items in the BRUNO Hotplate and Toaster Grill Set + Trio Attachment Bundle (worth 
S$546)? 
 
The BRUNO Hotplate and Toaster Grill Set + Trio Attachment Bundle is the all-in-one starter set which will 
help you kick start your home cooking journey and gather the family at the table for delicious, fast, fun and 
easy to cook meals.  
  
The BRUNO Hotplate combines a vintage, classic look with modern, Japanese functionality for an all-in-one 
cooking device that will make you forget your stove. Pretty enough to leave permanently on the dinner table, 
and taking up only an A4 sized amount of space, it still packs a punch and you can cook virtually everything 
with this one wonder. 
  
BRUNO Hotplate + Attachments:  
  

1. Takoyaki Pan – whip up meatballs, do a mini chocolate fondue, or prepare grilled rice balls for 
lunchboxes  

2. Ceramic Nabe Pot – enjoy steamboat in the comfort of your home with any ingredients you like, or 
whip up a stir fried rice and noodle dish for a one pot meal. Use this to serve up popiah filling, curries, 
or stews and keep warm for parties.  

3. Grill Plate – perfectly grilled, sizzling meats, seafood and vegetables are attainable with minimum 
smoke with our special slatted grill plate 

4. Multi Plate – Multi-tasking made easy – whip up a full breakfast of sausages, pancakes and sunny 
side up eggs in this compartmentalized wonder. The six holes also make the best molds for rice 
burgers, burger patties and savoury pancakes or crepes.  

 
BRUNO Toaster Grill  
  
The BRUNO Toaster Grill perfectly complements the BRUNO Hotplate both in aesthetics and function.  

1. Two heating elements on top and bottom for superior and fast heating   
2. User friendly design. Glass window allows you to see how your cooking is progressing, crumb tray 

can be filled with water to absorb oil and keep food moist and rehydrate baked goods 
3. Can be used as a conventional oven toaster or simply opened up from the top (unique selling point) 

for a fast and easy table-top BBQ without all the smoke and charcoal.  
4. Heating (top and bottom, only top, only bottom) is adjustable along with a built in timer 
5. Bake, grill, barbecue or just toast – forget the heavy ovens and get your space back with this 

compact and gorgeous Oven Toaster. 
 
For ideas and inspiration on what to create using BRUNO at home, follow BRUNO’s social media channels: 
BRUNO FaceBook Page: https://www.facebook.com/brunohotplatesg/ 
BRUNO Instagram Page: https://www.instagram.com/brunohotplatesg/ 
BRUNO You Tube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGQAoiwR4_C6yiEwOHAJ4Iw/videos 
 
6) Is there warranty coverage for the BRUNO Hotplate and Toaster Grill Set + Trio Attachment Bundle 
(worth S$546)? How do I register for the warranty coverage? 
 
Yes, there will be a 1-year warranty on the BRUNO Compact Hotplate and the BRUNO Toaster Grill against 
manufacturer’s defect. Warranty does not cover for any mis-use of the product as well as on the BRUNO 
Compact Hotplate accessories from the Combo which include Grill Plate, Multi-Plate and Ceramic Nabe Pot. 
Please register your 1-year warranty from the date of collection via www.maisonace.com . Please note that 
your redemption serial number in the Redemption Notice SMS sent by UOB is required to complete the 
registration.  
 

https://www.facebook.com/brunohotplatesg/
https://www.instagram.com/brunohotplatesg/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGQAoiwR4_C6yiEwOHAJ4Iw/videos
http://www.maisonace.com/
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* UOB does not provide the goods and/or services offered by the participating merchant and is not an agent 

of the participating merchant and vice versa. UOB makes no representation or warranty as to the quality, 

merchantability or fitness of any goods and services provided by the participating merchant and accepts no 

liability for the goods and services provided by the participating merchant.  UOB’s terms and conditions for 

the UOB Savers Unite Promotion (12 June to 31 July 2020) apply.  

  


